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CIBER9sUnderstanding of the 2005 EAC W S G COTS Standards
As requested by the New York State Board of Elections, CIBER, Inc.(CIBER) is
providing the opinions stated below on the 2005 Election Assistance Commission
Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG)commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
standards. At this moment, the EAC has not accredited any labs to the test to the 2005
standards 2005 EAC WSG. Therefore, CIBER is basing these opinions on our
experience as a National Association of State Election Directors accredited Independent
Testing Authority (ITA).

CIBER's Experience with COTS and Third Party Software Issues
CIBER worked with the 2002 F e d d Election Commission votingSystem standards as
an accredited ITA and participated in resolving many COTS and third party software
related issues. Some of these issues surrounded the following items:
General purpose unmodified COTS software (e.g. operating systems, browsers,
database management tool, compilers)
Unmodified COTS software (e-g. open source components, third party utilities)
Modified COTS software (e.g. open source components, third party utilities),
Unmodified COTS software developme* tools (e.gl Component One, Altova,

Jm)
CIBER has provided the following to illustrate specific examples of COTS issues that
CIBER has helped to resolve.
COTS open source components ahd third party utilities that do not provide a
compiled form but do provide source code for an end user to compile. These
versions may be the default source code or may have changes to them for specific
applications.

* COTS software deveIopment tools that are embedded or compiled in the source
code. Many software packages have been created to decrease development time
aqd
. expense.
.
These packages are deployed with the compiled version and
.
application and endup in the executable code.
'

COTS software development tools that generate source code. Software packages
can now create source code for developers. This code is regenerated during the
compile. A comparison of this code requires more than just comparing the code
with hash tools because the format of the source code or the code structure may
. differ each time it is compiled.

The following sections outline CIBER's opinions and interpretationsof specific sections
of the VVSG. In these sections, we have identified the W S G requirement, which is then
followed by CIBER's response. According to the W S G Volume I1 Requirement 1.8.4
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Resolution of Testing Issues, the EAC "will have a process for the accredited test labs,
vendors and election officials to request an interpretation of the Guidelines." Due to this
requirement, CIBER can only offer an opinion on the interpretation of the guidelines, but
the official interpretation must come from the EAC.
As applied to the New York State Board of Election Contract below are definition of
t m agreed upon by CIBER and NYSTEC.

Source code: A series of statements written in a human-readable computer programming
language. The series of statements, often consisting of several files or modules are then
converted to a computer executable format producing computer program.
Compiler: A computer program that translates source code into another computer
language that a particular computer and is capable of executing. Compiled code is
generally not readable by a human and cannot easily be altered. Source code that has
been translated by a compiler is often called object code, compiled code,executable code
or binary code.
Interpreted code: Interpreted code is similar to source code'in that it is generally human
readable however it is not comp'iled into executable code like source code. Interpreted
code is executed by an interpreter (software program running on a machine) at run time
and dynamically translated into machine executable iristructions. This process happens
every time the interpreted code is executed.
Voting system: For the purposes of determining what source code should be included in
the source code review process it must be clear that a "Voting System" should be defined
as any component or software that has any influence on an election. This should include
the voting system itself @RE or OpScan), devices used to mark ballots (Ex. AutoMark),
Election Management SO&&,
ballot creation software, third party software written
specifically for elections, source code generated by third party tools or modules
specifically designed to be used in an election.'
Code Inspection: A review'to determine vefsion, completeness, consistency, correctness,
modifiability, structure, traceability, modularity, and construction.
Code.Exarmhation:A review of source to insure it is unmodified, contains no embedded
or,mali&ouscode, contains no security vulnerabilities, and functionality to determine
testing requirement.
F'ull source Code Review: A review for full compliance to the 2005 EAC WSG. This
includes all standards dealing with formatting in Volume I Section 5.2.2 - 5.2.7 and
Coding Conventions in Volume I1 Section 5.4.2 as well as any other standards
violations.
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Types of Reviews: There &ll be two independent source code reviews performed.
Security Review: The security review will implement code inspection and code
examination during the scope of this project. It will apply to all source code
including third party source code and COTS code that is supplied for compilation
or generated by another product.
Functional Review: The hctional review will implement a fill source code
review to all source code supplied by the vendor. The fbnctional review will also
implement code inspections and code examination as applied in this document for
third -party software and COTS products.

Volume .I
VVSG Requirement 5.1.1 Software Sources:
.

The requirements of this section apply generally to allsofiare used in voting systems,
including:
S o w r e provided by the voting system vendor and its component suppliers
Sofiwarefimished by an externalprovider (for example,providers of COTS
operating systems and web browsers) where the software may be used in any way
during voting system operation
Sofhvare developed by the voting jurisdiction
Compliancewith Be sofhvare requirements is assessed by severalformal tests, including code
examination. Unmodifiedsofrnare is not.subject to code examination; however, source codeprovided by
third parties and embedded in softwore modulesf m compilation or interpretationshall be provided in
human readableform to the accredited test lab. The accredited test lab may inspect source code units to
determine testing requirements or to v m 5 that the code is unmod$ied and that the default configuration
options have not been changed.

CIBERYsUnderstanding of the Requirement:
The vendor must provide third party software modules that include source code for
compilation to the ITA for their review. The ITA can inspect the source code to
determine test requirements, examine it for modifications, or insure the source code is
modified fiom its normal commercial version.
NYSTEC9sUnderstanding of the Requirement:
The voting machine vendor must provide any and all source code that could potentially.
have been modified by the vendor prior to its use in constructingthe computer programs
that run on the voting machine. Software used by the vendor to construct the voting
machine that was not in source code format may be exempt fiom the code examination
requirement (see COTS interpretation below). Any source code created by the vendor,
obtained from a third party, generated by a COTS product, or that is part of a COTS
package however must be subjected to code examination as part of the certification
process.
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W S G Requirement 5.23 Software Modularity and Programming
Voting system application s o h r e , including commercial @the-sheY(C0TS) sofiare, shall be designed
in a modularfashion. However, COT23so-e
is not required to be inspectedfor compliance with this
"modules" may be compiled or interpreted
requirement. For thegwpose of this regurgurrementl,
s also be nested. l%emodularity rulesesdescribed
here appIyfothe component
independently. ~ o d u l emay
sub-modules of a librmy. Theprinciple to befollowed is thd the module conrains all the elements to
compile or interpret successfily and has limited access to data in other modules. The design concept is
simple replacement with another module whose intdaces match the original module.

CIBER's Understanding of the Requirement:
COTS software must be designed in a modular fashion. The 3TA is not required to
inspect COTS software for modularity.

Volume I1
W S G Requirement 1.3.1.3 Focus of Software Evaluation
2%e~sojhvare
tests encompass a number of interrelated examinations, involving assessment of application
source codefor its compliance with the requirements spelled out in Vohime1, Section 5. Essentially, the
.
accredited test lab wil! look at programming completeness, consistency, correctness, modifiability,
structure, and traceability, along with its modularity and comtruction. The code inspectionwill befollowed
by a series offinaional tests to ven3 theproperperfomnce of all system firnctions controlled by the
so$ware.
The accredited test lab may inspect COTS generated software source'code in thepreparution'oftestplans
and conduct some minimal scanning or samplt31gto checkfor embedded code or unauthorized changes.
Otherwise, the COTS source code is not su~eEt~tdthefiIi
code review and testing. Forpurposes of code
anabsis, the COTS units shall be treated as uneqjanded macros.

CIBER's Understanding of the Requirement:
A COTS product that provides source code for compilation can be subjected to an
inspection, but it is not subject to a fid1 code review. Ifthe COTS product generates
source code, then a sample of the generated code will be provided to the ITA for minimal
inqection, consisting of an examination for embedded code or modifications.

All other'code is reviewed according to the 1 1 1 scope of the W S G requirements.

VVSG Requirement 1.7.1 General Applicability
Voting system hardware, softare, communicationsand documentation are examined ond tesfed to
determine suitabilityfor elections use. Barnination and testing addresses the broad range of system
finctionality and components, including systemfimctionaliCyjbrpre-voting,voting, andpost-voting
&nctions. All products custom designedfir election use shall be tested in accordance wirh'theapplicable
procedures contained in rhis section. COTS hnrdivare, sysiem software and communications components
withprovenpeg70rmancein commercial applications other than elections, however, are exemptedfiom
certain porlions ofihe test as long as such products are not modifiedfor use in a voting system.
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Compatibility of theseproducts with other components of the voting system shall be detennined through
firnctional tests integrating theseproducts with the remainder ofthe system.

CIBER's Understandingof the Requirement:
Unmodified COTS products with a proven performance record in commercial
applications outside of the voting industry are exempted fiom a
source code review.
If the source code for these products is provided for compilation, then a functional code
inspection of the modification will be performed to determine the compatibility of these
products with the voting system.
NYSTECysUnderstanding of the Requirement:
A thorough examination of software that is classified as COTS by vendors must take
place. This examination will determine if vendors are classifying software as COTS as
an attempt to exempt it fiom the source code review requirement. Software, hardware
and firmware classified as COTS by the vendor must be available in the commercial
world as a product and not be created by one vendor for another to be used in the
handeling of votes on a voting machine. This problem is refeqd,to a s the "COTS
loophole" in the W S G regulations and NYS must ensure pmponents are classified
appropriately.
&

.

W S G Requirement 5 3 Basis of Software Testing (by section)
The accredited test lab shaN design andpe$om procedures that test the voting system software
requirements identifed in VolumeI, Seeion 5.All soflare componenfs designed or mod$edfor election
use shall be tested in accor&nce with the applicableprocedures contained .m thk section.
Unmodified,generalputpose COTS non-voting sofiare (e.g., operating systems, programming language
compilers, data base management systeh, and Webbrowsers) is not mb,ect to the detailed examinations
specified in this seciion. However, theaccredited test lab shall examine such sofiivare to confvm the
specifc version of sofiare being used against the design spec8cation to confirm that the software has not
been modi/ied. Portions of COTSsof)wnrethat have been mod$ed by the vendor in any manner are
subject to revrevrew.

CIBERysUnderstanding of the Requirement:
COTS products will be examined to w n b the specific
Unmodified, general
version against .the design specification. If COTS products have been modified in any
manner, the modification is subject to a full source code review.
,

W S G Requirement 5.2 Basis of Software Testing (by section)
Unmodfled COTS sojhvare is not subject to code examination. Howwer, sowre code genemted by a
COTSpackage and embedded in sofhvare modulesfor compilationor interpretationshall be provided in
test lab. The accredited rest lab may inspect COTS source code
human readablef o m to ~he'accredited
units to determine testing requirements or to ver15the code is unmodified.

CIBERysunderstandingof the Requirement:

COTS products that .generate source code for compilation are not subject to review. The
source code generated by the product must be submitted to the ITA for their inspection.
CIBER, Inc.
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The ITA may inspect the source code to determine testing requirements or to verify the
code is unmodified.
W S G Requirement 5.2 Basis of Software Testing (by section)
The accredited test lab may inrpect the C07S generated sofhvnre source code in preparation of test plans
and to.providesome minimal scanning or sampling to checkfor embedded code or unaurhorized chiges.
Othenvise, the COTS source code is not subject to thefill code review and testing. Forpurposes of code
analysis, the C O B units shall be treated as unerpanded macros.

CIBER's Understanding of the Requirement:
A COTS product that provides source code for compilation can be subjected t o m
inspection, but it is not subject to a full code review. If the COTS product generates
source code, then a sample of the generated code will be provided to the ITA for their
minimal inspection, consisting of an examination for embedded code or modifications.
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